1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Viral infections have been considered as a major cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide \[[@bb0005]\]. Coronaviruses with the largest genome size among the RNA viruses and spike peplomers ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ) are able to cause fatal diseases in both mammals and birds \[[@bb0005],[@bb0010]\].Fig. 1The micrographs of coronavirus structures. Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb1245]\].Fig. 1

Following detecting high-degree plasticity in the coronaviruses (CoVs) genomes, it has been found that the large genomes of CoVs could be associated with increased probability of mutations. Furthermore, the virus can easily enter to the cells or attach them through various receptor types \[[@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035]\]. Spike glycoprotein attachment to the receptor is usually followed by the protease cleavage, spike protein activation, virus entrance into the cell by endocytosis or fusion of the virus lipid envelop with the membrane of cell, virus un-coating, and RNA transcription and replication \[[@bb0040], [@bb0045], [@bb0050] *\].* Angiotensin converting enzyme II (ACE-2) has been found to be a major virus target which facilitates its cellular uptake \[[@bb0050]\]. This has provoked a growing interest for designing ACE-2-based therapeutics \[[@bb0045],[@bb0050]\], ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 2The role of Angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 in the pathophysiology of COVID-19 and its receptor blockade for disease treatment. Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb1250]\].Fig. 2

Virus isolation in humans has been carried out in 1960s followed by developing new cultivating methods in 1965 which facilitated isolated virus inoculation into the volunteers, and identifying various coronaviruses in animals and humans (2003-2019) \[[@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075] *\]*. This type of viruses are capable of long-term coexisting with humans, targeting the epithelial cells, transmission by several routes, inducing fever, cough, respiratory tract infections such as pneumonia and bronchitis, mild to severe gastrointestinal symptoms, or other less severe symptoms. Damage to the organs including the kidney, eye, brain, and heart have also been reported \[[@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]\]. Noteworthy, occurrence of the symptoms may be due to the patient's immune response activation \[[@bb0100]\]. This necessitates controlling the inflammation or hyperactive responses and potentiating host's immune system.

2. The present anti-COVID-19 strategies and their potential limitations {#s0010}
=======================================================================

Limitations associated with the antibody tests such as **technical** problems in protein (**antigen)** production and identifying the suitable one for producing antibody and **false positive or negative results regarding the** screening **of** coronavirus **has prompted** FDA warnings \[[@bb0105]\]. Real-time RT-PCR with **high sensitivity and specificity, capability of early stage infection** diagnosis, and reduced contamination or error risk appears more appropriate for detecting the genetic material of SARS-Cov2 \[[@bb0110],[@bb0115]\]. T**his method may also be associated with several** pitfalls and any **inappropriate** virus loads or collecting procedures could enhance **false negative** rates \[[@bb0120],[@bb0125]\], hence, it could not **be considered as the most appropriate test in the clinical settings.**

Development of vaccines including the viral or peptide ones against a variety of disorders such as the infectious diseases has been a medical breakthrough \[[@bb0130], [@bb0135], [@bb0140]\]. An *in silico* approach has been applied for designing the epitope-based peptide vaccine against the spike protein of coronavirus and triggering suitable immune response \[[@bb0145]\], meanwhile, the results have remained for further validations. In order to overcome limitations of the peptide-based vaccines, peptide NPs may be suitable alternatives \[[@bb0150]\]. Regarding the hypervariable viruses, determination of the immunogenic domains of the virus proteins is of critical significance for obtaining an appropriate immune response \[[@bb0155]\]. Application of the monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) which are able to target widely-shared protein motifs, provides the possibilities to characterize peptides for epitope mimicking and stimulate suitable immune response \[[@bb0160]\]. Post-immunization assessment and mAbs cloning appears as a promising approach for recognizing the new epitopes with protective characteristics \[[@bb0165]\]. In general, mAbs can play an important role in designing immunogens and antiviral therapies, however, various limitations such as technical problems could negatively affect the process of characterizing the protective epitopes of the mAbs \[[@bb0170]\]. In this sense, epitope-based predictive algorithms have been developed in order to overcome some limitations associated with designing the epitope-based vaccines \[[@bb0175]\]. *In silico* approaches may also be applied for empirical data analysis and immunogen prediction for development of epitope-based vaccine \[[@bb0180]\]. Noteworthy, there are a variety of challenging issues towards designing safe and effective vaccines such as pathogenic diversity, high mutation rates of virus, and host-related failures including the inappropriate immune response or problems in immune response prediction \[[@bb0150],[@bb0185], [@bb0190], [@bb0195], [@bb0200]\]. Regarding SARS-CoV-2, more than 148 mutation sites have been identified across its genome \[[@bb0205]\]. This might provide major obstacles against the development of the effective vaccines. Various techniques such as the nucleotide sequence alteration or optimization and mRNA modification have been suggested for the development of COVID-19 vaccines \[[@bb0215], [@bb0210]\]. This necessitates evaluation of the efficiency and safety of vaccine in animals via application of several viral strains and assessment of their immune responses. Noteworthy, the safety of mRNA platforms for delivery of COVID-19 vaccine in humans has not been well-established \[[@bb0220]\]. Furthermore, high virus pathogenicity may negatively affect the phases of clinical trials. Virus-like particles (VLPs) which are able to mimic the organization and conformation of the native viruses, could be used for assessment of the viral infection mechanism(s) or the efficiency of therapeutics, vaccines, or drug delivery \[[@bb0225]\]. They may also be used for identifying the antibodies induced by coronavirus vaccine and evaluating the efficiency of vaccine \[[@bb0230]\]. Accelerating the vaccine development against the coronavirus necessitates application of suitable adjuvants for immune response enhancement \[[@bb0235],[@bb0240]\]. Selection of the optimal adjuvants is usually based on the process of vaccine development. For enhancing the efficiency of immune response, combination of several adjuvants could be useful \[[@bb0245]\]. In general, experimental vaccines or therapeutics against the COVID-19 may be associated with safety concerns \[[@bb0250]\]. Even S protein, an antigen candidate for vaccine development could induce serious liver or lung damages and enhanced infection risk \[[@bb0255],[@bb0260]\]. In this sense, structure or function of S protein should be strictly evaluated. Regarding the proposed anti-COVID-19 medications, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine have shown disappointing results including their toxic effects against the body organs \[[@bb0265],[@bb0270]\]. Remdesivir has also been presented to prevent coronavirus replication. It has been previously used against MERS-CoV (in non-human primates) and SARS-CoV-2 (*in vitro*) \[[@bb0275]\]. In some of the patients affected by COVID-19, the drug has provided relatively accelerated recovery rate and prolonged survival time \[[@bb0280],[@bb0285]\], however, well-designed and multicenter clinical trials should confirm the observational data. Furthermore, remdesivir may be associated with adverse effects including the hepatotoxicity \[[@bb0285]\] that may negatively affect its efficiency. In patients with severe conditions, application of lopinavir-ritonavir has also led to disappointing findings \[[@bb0290]\]. The efficiency of favipiravir (RNA polymerase inhibitor) which has been presented for rapid coronavirus clearance awaits further confirmation by health authorities \[[@bb0295]\]. Host-directed therapeutic agents capable of targeting virus-host interaction may be promising candidates against the virus infections \[[@bb0300]\]. In general, therapeutics capable of direct virus targeting appear more beneficial. The potential benefits or harms of ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor antagonists in COVID-19 patients have not been well-established \[[@bb0305],[@bb0310]\]. In addition, this type of medications can increase the expression of ACE-2 and patient's susceptibility to the virus entrance and propagation into host cells \[[@bb0315]\]. Since the receptor binding domain of surface protein in SARS-CoV-2 binds to either ACE-2 or heparin \[[@bb0310]\], it could be a suitable target in the antiviral design projects. Treatment with recombinant ACE-2 for competitive binding inhibition through the S1 protein of SARS-CoV-2 has been suggested for preventing the virus uptake and further infections \[[@bb0315]\]. The efficiency of the entry/fusion inhibitors, HR2- and EK1-derived peptides, against SARS-CoV-2 infections has also been suggested \[[@bb0320]\]. Using the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) system to target and cleave SARS-CoV-2 genome or inhibition of the coronavirus replication by poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases \[[@bb0325],[@bb0330]\] are other proposed anti-COVID-19 strategies that require further confirmation. According to the receptor-mediated coronavirus endocytosis, targeting endocytosis process may be another option against SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bb0335]\]. Because of its inhibitory effect on AP-2-associated protein kinase-1 activity, baricitinib has been proposed as an anti-COVID-19 drug \[[@bb0340]\]. Since p21-activated protein kinase-1 is implicated in the viral replication and entry, its inhibitors have also been suggested as therapeutics against the disease \[[@bb0345]\]. Because of the poor solubility and cell penetrability of older inhibitors such as ketorolac or caffeic acid, newer inhibitors like frondoside-A and minnelide have been designed with improved potency and solubility \[[@bb0350],[@bb0355]\] that needs further assessment and approval. For reduction of SARS-CoV-2-induced inflammation, prevention of Fc receptor activation has been suggested to be useful \[[@bb0360]\]. Furthermore, blockage of granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor or interleukin-6 receptors could attenuate the immunopathologic conditions induced by SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bb0365]\]. In the absence of a specific treatment approach, convalescent plasma (CP) obtained from a recovered COVID-19 patient may be considered as a treatment strategy, however, the efficiency or safety of CP therapy is a challenging issue that may be due to its non-specific mechanism of action \[[@bb0370],[@bb0375]\]. In National Health Commission of the People\'s Republic of China (NHC) guidelines, CP therapy has been considered only for patients in the critical conditions and rapid disease progression \[[@bb0380]\].

In order to neutralize or directly attack the virus, prevent host cell infection, or block spike proteins, application of the mAbs appears promising \[[@bb0385]\]. In China and Italy, tocilizumab has been recently used as an immunosuppressive drug in COVID-19 patients in severe conditions \[[@bb0390]\]. Meanwhile, clinical trials in more countries should be performed in order to obtain more precise data. In the recovered COVID-19 patients, functional copy engineering or reproduction could provide antibodies to enhance or mimic the immune system attack against the virus \[[@bb0395]\]. Application of the corticosteroids for hyper-inflammatory response suppression in COVID-19 patients has remained challenging and needs further evaluations. Some clinical evidence do not support corticosteroid therapy for COVID-19-associated lung injury \[[@bb0400]\]. Meanwhile, beneficial effects of corticosteroids (in low doses) in patients with critical conditions has been reported \[[@bb0405]\]. Dexamethasone due to its high potency could be applied to suppress the immunologic or hyperinflammatory responses in severe conditions of disease, however, after appropriate control of infection. Noteworthy, dexamethasone may act as a double-edged sword; despite attenuating the inflammatory or immune reactions, it may worsen the present infection or reactivate the previously managed one, intensify the negative impacts of COVID-19 on various body organs such as the heart that may result in the increased risks of arrhythmia (interested reader is referred to dexamethasone-related precautions and warnings). In this respect, exaggerated optimisms or propaganda regarding the currently available therapeutics or newly-emerged ones may be associated with life-threatening outcomes.

Drug repurposing has also been suggested against the viral infections \[[@bb0410]\]. Noteworthy, the efficiency and safety of the proposed treatment strategies against COVID-19 have not been fully supported by the health authorities. Developing efficient antiviral strategies (treatment or preventative) with minimal safety concerns necessitates focusing on the unique characteristics of the virus, selecting suitable sample size and sharing datasets during the experiments, and identification of the study restrictions.

2.1. The role of tissue engineering {#s0015}
-----------------------------------

Tissue engineering (TE) methods which could be used for replacement or repairing damaged organs, immunomodulation, and improvement of the efficiency conventional treatment approaches \[[@bb0415],[@bb0420]\], may also be applied against the outbreaks including the coronavirus through viral model designing or facilitating the development of platforms for delivery of drugs or vaccines \[[@bb0425]\]. TE-based lung models could be used to assess the pathological conditions of the organ during the viral infections \[[@bb0430]\]. Meanwhile, various limitations may be associated with TE process that necessitates using novel technologies (e.g., 3D printing) and computational modeling in order to obtain biocompatible materials with minimal safety concerns \[[@bb0435]\].

2.2. The significance of artificial intelligence {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------

In recent years, advanced techniques and strategies have been increasingly applied in theranostics design projects. Technologies of the artificial intelligence (AI) have enabled multivariate data analysis in large scale, making accurate decisions, solving complicated problems, providing new insights towards the pathophysiology of various diseases, accelerated designing of more efficient therapeutics or drug carriers, and identification of new compounds such as biomarkers and prediction of their targets, bioactivities, and interactions \[[@bb0440]\]. AI-based platforms could be applied for matching the patients with appropriate clinical trials \[[@bb0440]\] that might significantly reduce error rates and costs.

3. Nanomaterials against the COVID-19 {#s0025}
=====================================

Over the last decades, the emergence of nanotechnology has revolutionized theranostic approaches. Engineering of the functional systems at molecular scales, nanovaccines with efficient immunization and minimal safety concerns, or nanovectors capable of carrying therapeutic or imaging agents for early disease detection, targeted treatment, and monitoring treatment outcomes \[[@bb0445],[@bb0450]\] might exert enormous impacts on the biomedical approaches. Nanobiosensors with improved stability and biocompatibility in a variety of media have shown great potentials for detecting bacteria and viruses at too low concentrations or disease bio-signature \[[@bb0455]\] that might be of great significance in pandemic outbreaks. Reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification assay coupled with nanobiosensors could be applied for diagnose of SARS-CoV-2 within 30-40 min \[[@bb0455]\]. Using nanopore target sequencing method enables simultaneous detection of SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses implicated in the respiratory tract infections within 6--10 h \[[@bb0450]\]. Photonic crystals, Metallic NPs, grapheme, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with suitable surface chemistry for bio-conjugation and capable of signal amplification are promising candidates for viral detection \[[@bb0455],[@bb0460]\], ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 3Schematic illustration of various biosensor types for detecting of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-1. Biosensors are classified based on the biomolecules (antibodies, nucleic acids, or antigens) which are immobilized onto the surface of sensors. Interaction between the target and immobilized probe results in a physicochemical alteration which is transducible to the quantifiable signals. Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb0460]\].Fig. 3

Hybrid nanobiosystems in which virus-derived biomolecules have been entrapped, could be applied as specific probes for detecting the viruses. These nanoplatforms have shown more stability, specificity, and sensitivity than traditional devices or techniques \[[@bb0465]\]. Besides simultaneous detection of multiplex respiratory viruses, development of the surface plasmon resonance-based biosensor enables immobilizing SARS-CoV-specific oligonucleotide on a chip and targeting the virus \[[@bb0470]\]. Identification of several single-stranded DNA aptamers capable of biding with high affinity to SARS-CoV nucleocapsid N protein has led to effective detection of the protein \[[@bb0475]\]. Photonic crystals functionalized with carboxyl and amine groups which could attach to S protein, enables detection of SARS-CoV-1 antibodies \[[@bb0480]\]. Using CNTs, field-effect biosensors with high reliability and sensitivity have been designed for selective detecting of SARS-CoV nucleocapsid protein in the physiological conditions \[[@bb0485]\], ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 4Field-effect transistor-based sensor and the process for rapid diagnosis of COVID-19. (FET: field-effect transistor). Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb0525]\].Fig. 4

Multi-target, arch-shaped sensors enable rapid recognizing of target nucleic acids from miscellaneous pathogens with enhanced sensitivity of detection \[[@bb0490]\]. Following RNA strand addition into the device channel, a microfluidic platform has provided the possibility of optical fluorescence or visual virus detection in 20 min with significantly improved limit of quantification \[[@bb0495]\]. Designing of a microfluidic platform with enhanced surface area for rolling circle amplification reaction has reduced time of virus detection to 15 min \[[@bb0500]\]. Multiplex immunoassay based on the electrospun polystyrene microfibers has been designed for accelerated detecting of specific antibodies of MERS-CoV which can be prepared within 5 min \[[@bb0505]\].

Gold NPs (Au-NPs) due to their distinctive catalytic, photonic, and electric characteristics and capability of interactions with a variety of biomolecules could be applied in the viral detection settings \[[@bb0500]\]. Using Au-NPs for detecting coronaviruses is based on the development of specific and rapid detection of molecules via colorimetric and electrochemical assays. These assays particularly the colorimetric one put an end to the requirement of skilled personnel or complex instrumentation and provide negative or positive results only in the liquid phase which can be easily identified (within 5 min) by the unveiled eye. Using the technique enables detecting target SARS virus nucleic acids with the sensitivity limit of about 100 fM \[[@bb0500],[@bb0505]\] indicating the appropriateness of the technique for early virus diagnosis. Au-NP-modified carbon electrodes array has been demonstrated as a promising immunosensor for detection of coronavirus in 20 min using the spike protein as biomarker \[[@bb0510]\]. The immunosensor with high selectivity has shown limit of detection (LOD) of 1 pg/ml for protein of MERS-CoV \[[@bb0510]\]. Highly sensitive and simple Au-NPs-based assays have represented Au-NPs as promising nanoplatforms for detecting of other virus types \[[@bb0505],[@bb0510]\]. Meanwhile, special attention should be paid to the application of advanced and rigorous methods for synthesis of the stable and uniform Au-NPs with several surface modification possibilities, appropriate conjugation of the specific targeting biomolecule to the NP surface, application of the negative and positive controls and reference tests, and in-field assessment of the novel Au-NPs-based techniques for confirming their specificity and sensitivity. In recent years, a highly selective colorimetric analysis has been performed for lysine assay using the molecular-driven Au nanorods. As known, lysine is capable of viral growth \[[@bb0490],[@bb0500]\]. Application of the multifunctional *Staphylococcus aureus*-based nanobioprobes is another interesting strategy for rapid detecting the viral antibodies \[[@bb0515]\]. NPs are biosynthesized within the S. *aureus* cells where the viral nucleoproteins could be conjugated using cell wall-binding domain from the bacteriophage lysine (PlyV12). Using *S. aureus*-based nanobioparticles for performing agglutination test enables detecting IgG antibodies of MERS or EBOV nucleoprotein in 20 min \[[@bb0515]\]. For highly-accurate detecting SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid, dual-functional plasmonic photothermal biosensors have been recently applied \[[@bb0520]\]. Integration of device onto a chip by 2D Au nano-islands enables local plasmonic photothermal heat generation leading to the sensitive and rapid nucleic acid detection by improvement of the fully-matched strands hybridization kinetics. For system validation, hybridization detecting has been carried out on various genome sequences of SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2. Findings revealed high sensitivity of dual-functional biosensor towards the selected sequences of SARS-CoV-2 (LOD \~ 0.22 pM), \[[@bb0520]\]. Field effect transistor-based biosensor has been recently designed for accelerated SARS-CoV-2 detection \[[@bb0525]\]. Graphene sheets of the transistor were coated with specific antibody of SARS-CoV-2 and biosensor LOD in phosphate-buffered saline, universal transport media, and SARS-CoV-2 culture medium were 1,100 fg/ml, and 1.6 × 10^1^ pfu/ml, respectively. Furthermore, the sensor is capable of discriminating between the non-infected and infected people \[[@bb0525]\].

The promising antiviral activities of nanoplatforms has prompted application of graphene oxide (GO) and its derivatives against the viral infections. Based on findings, charge and structure of composites significantly affect the antiviral effects \[[@bb0530]\]. It has also been shown that GO inhibits viral infections via virus inactivation prior its entrance into the cells. Moreover, some parts of envelope and spikes are destructed following incubation of virus with GO \[[@bb0530]\]. Interaction of the silver NPs with cell surface receptors and inhibition of the virus entrance into the host cells have been well-documented \[[@bb0500],[@bb0505]\]. Application of the silver-graphene nanocomposites against the non-enveloped and enveloped viruses (feline coronavirus) has led to the inhibition of coronavirus in a concentration-dependent manner\[[@bb0535]\]. This type of nanocomposite inhibited the infectivity of both non-enveloped and enveloped viruses and provided higher coronavirus inhibition as compared to GO (24.8% *vs.* 16.3%) \[[@bb0535]\]. Silver NPs (30 nm) on the magnetic hybrid colloid (containing amine-functionalized SiO~2~-Fe~3~O~4~ particles) represent a promising nanosystem for viral inactivation \[[@bb0540]\]. The systems is capable of interaction with virus proteins via binding between the silver ions and thiol groups. Furthermore, silver ions may generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) for inactivation of the viruses \[[@bb0540]\]. Using silver NPs coated with various materials for investigating the interaction of silver with HIV-1 virus has revealed the impacts of NP size and thiol groups on virus-NP interaction \[[@bb0545]\]. Glutathione-capped silver-based nanoclusters have also been developed for inhibition of coronavirus proliferation \[[@bb0550]\]. These nanoclusters are recognized as quantum dots with suitable stability and optical characteristics. They have inhibited virus proliferation via blocking virus budding and RNA synthesis \[[@bb0550]\]. Quantum dots as modifiable semiconductor particles are capable of emitting the photons with specific wavelengths and providing highly-sensitive and robust fluorescence perspective for point-of-care viral detection \[[@bb0545]\]. Functional carbon quantum dots have also been prepared as therapeutic agents against the human coronavirus. After successful cell internalization and interaction with S protein, the nanosystems inhibited virus activity in a concentration-dependent manner (EC50 \~ 52 μg/mL) \[[@bb0555]\]. In recent years, curcumin-based cationic carbon dots (\~ 1.7 nm) have been synthesized (using the hydrothermal procedure) against the enteric coronavirus \[[@bb0560]\]. The positively-charged dots could bind to the cell membranes via the electrostatic interaction and competition between the virus and dots for cell membrane binding was observed. Dots were capable of inhibiting the viral entrance, RNA (negative-stranded) synthesis, virus budding, and virus-induced ROS generation \[[@bb0560]\]. Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide-coated silica NPs or those including boronic acid moiety have shown promising antiviral activities via reducing virus entrance \[[@bb0565],[@bb0570]\].

A nanoclay modified by surfactant has demonstrated antiviral activity with broad spectrum and high potency \[[@bb0575]\]. Nanoclay systems appear to exhibit their inhibitory effects at the early stage of infection or life cycle of virus via the electrostatic binding. They have provided no protection at 24 h postinfection \[[@bb0580]\]. Moreover, polyethylene glycol-functionalized carbon nanohorns for eliminating T7 phage via photothermal effect ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} ), \[[@bb0585]\], or protoporphyrin-modified multi-walled CNTs for reducing Influenza A virus infectivity \[[@bb0590]\] all represent the promising antiviral activity of nanoplatforms.Fig. 5Specific interaction of SARS-CoV-2 virus and targeted nano-system. Photothermal heating and viral inactivation has been performed under NIR laser irradiation (1064 nm). Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb0585]\].Fig. 5

After SARS-CoV-2 entrance into the human body, deaminase enzymes including ADARs and APOBECs are able to edit virus RNA and affect its replication and fate \[[@bb0595]\] this might be of key importance against COVID-19. RNA sequencing data analysis in COVID-19 patients has shown lower levels of mutations and nucleotide alterations that may be due to RNA editing \[[@bb0600]\]. A variety of nanoplatforms such as mesoporous silica or gold NPs and nanoblades could be applied for viral genome editing \[[@bb0605]\]. CNTs with extensive potentials for targeted delivery of various theranostics, could be used as nanocarriers of the antiviral agents and increase their efficiency \[[@bb0610], [@bb0615], [@bb0620], [@bb0625], [@bb0630]\]. Chemical linkage of isoprinosine or ribavirin on the single-walled CNT surface has provided improved efficiency of drugs \[[@bb0635],[@bb0640]\]. Moreover, CNT-based nanosystems have been shown promising for editing the viral genomes and attenuating their activity \[[@bb0645]\]. Lipid NPs which are able to deliver a wide variety of therapeutics \[[@bb0650], [@bb0655], [@bb0660], [@bb0665], [@bb0670]\], have provided efficient vaccination against the influenza and Zika viruses \[[@bb0675]\]. mRNA-lipid NPs enable durable and highly-efficient editing or silencing the target genes \[[@bb0680],[@bb0685]\]. siRNA ability for prophylaxis or therapy of the coronavirus-related infections has been previously evaluated \[[@bb0690]\]. siRNA preexisting in the host cells is capable of inhibiting the replication of SARS-CoV and further infections because of disrupting virus RNA and inactivating the replication machinery of the virus \[[@bb0695]\]. siRNA duplexes have been assessed for anti-SARS-CoV effects in the primate cells and active duplexes and showed prolonged inhibitory effects on the replication of SARS-CoV and further infection. Combination of the active sequences provided increased antiviral potency and reduced viral escape because of the mutation in siRNA target. In this sense, integrating siRNA duplexes has been shown as a promising approach for development of the antiviral therapeutics \[[@bb0700]\]. Noteworthy, application of siRNA duplexes for treating patients infected by CoV necessitates efficient delivery of this type siRNAs to the lungs. In the Rhesus macaque affected by SARS coronavirus, siRNA has reduced viral load and replication and protected lungs against the diffuse alveolar damage. It has been represented as a safe biological agent with enormous potentials in targeted therapy or prophylactic antiviral regimens \[[@bb0705]\]. Meanwhile, further clinical evaluations are required for supporting such findings. M protein of SARS-CoV is critically involved in the viral integration and infections \[[@bb0710]\]. Two siRNAs have been created which targeted well-conserved and unexploited regions in M (membrane) gene. Both siRNAs specifically and effectively inhibited the expression of SARS-CoV membrane gene at new targeting sites \[[@bb0715]\]. siRNA-loaded lipid NPs have been successfully applied against a variety of viruses and counteracting the lethal symptoms \[[@bb0720],[@bb0725]\]. Liver is one of the most vulnerable organs to the virus attacks. Patients affected by the liver diseases may be more vulnerable to the negative outcomes of COVID-19 \[[@bb0730]\]. Based on the reports, dendrimer-based lipid NPs have effectively delivered miRNAs/siRNAs for normalizing the functions of liver \[[@bb0735]\]. mRNA-encapsulated lipid NPs can be applied for production of the therapeutic proteins and gene-editing complexes for correcting disease-induced mutations in the hepatocytes \[[@bb0740]\]. Synthetic NP vectors composing of the nucleic acids poly(β-amino esters) have been shown promising for delivery of nucleic acids against a variety of diseases \[[@bb0745]\]. For expanding this advantage for systemic mRNA delivery, hybrid lipid-polymer NPs have been developed to deliver mRNA into the lungs \[[@bb0750]\]. Co-formulation of poly(β-amino esters) with polyethylene glycol-lipid has led to the development of mRNA formulations with enhanced stability and potency and capable of mRNA delivery to the lungs in mice following intravenous injection \[[@bb0755]\] indicating the effectiveness of degradable lipid-polymer NPs for systemic mRNA administration. Molar ratios and components of lipid NPs which usually consist of the cholesterol, phospholipids, polyethylene glycol lipids, and cationic lipids, may be optimized for ensuring efficient delivery of the nucleic acids to the tissue and providing potent silencing of genes \[[@bb0760],[@bb0765]\]. Increasing the molar components of lipid NPs with additional molecules for tuning NP internal charge can facilitate the delivery of therapeutics in an organ-specific fashion and affect the cellular fate of NPs \[[@bb0770]\]. Based on the ideality of nanomaterials for delivery of antigens, RNA vaccines could be packaged within the lipid NPs as vectors \[[@bb0775]\]. This type of vaccines are currently under development for fighting against the coronavirus pandemic. mRNA vaccines could be suitable substitutes to the traditional vaccine technology that may be due to their high potency and short cycles of production \[[@bb0780]\]. mRNA vaccine entrapped in the lipid NPs can generate vigorous immune responses and it is possible to improve the tolerability of the vaccine without influencing its potency \[[@bb0785],[@bb0790]\]. Besides the liposomes, dendrimers, nanoemulsions, and gold NPs for mRNA-based vaccine delivery, VLPs have attracted a growing interest for development of nanovaccines against SARS-CoV-2. VLPs with suitable safety, modularity, scalability, and immunogenicity have enhanced production of IL-4 and IFN-γ \[[@bb0795], [@bb0800], [@bb0805]\]. Chimeric VLPs have provided complete protection for mice immunized by the intranasal or intramuscular SARS protein (0.8 μg) \[[@bb0810]\]. VLPs from the insect, plant, and mammalian viruses have been applied for immunotherapy and vaccine applications \[[@bb0815],[@bb0820]\], ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 6Nanotechnology-based technologies for vaccine development. a: Various size of nanoplatforms (10--1000 nm). Protein nanoparticles have been designed by Chimera software. b: nanovaccine components. Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb0820]\].Fig. 6

Novel technologies including the nanotech-based appear to exert significant impacts on designing next-generation modern vaccines. These approaches enable vaccine trafficking to proper subcellular or cellular locations \[[@bb0820]\].

Based on the zinc activity against a variety of viruses such as the influenza, rhinoviruses, and SARS coronavirus, zinc-based NPs have been suggested promising against the COVID-19 via inhibiting the mucosal binding of virus, suppressing the virus replication, interferon gamma or alpha generation, activating the enzymes implicated in various cellular functions, attenuating the inflammatory response, or boosting the immune system of host \[[@bb0825],[@bb0830]\]. Even impregnation of the surface of masks with zinc-based NPs has provided protective effects against the pathogens \[[@bb0835]\]. As aforementioned, nanostructures could be applied for boosting the immune system and specific directing the immune response against the antigens. Rational designing of the immune-targeted nanocarriers such as the lipid- or polymeric-based NPs could result in the amplification of the hosts' immune responses \[[@bb0840],[@bb0845]\]. Besides the lipid-based NPs carrying siRNA or mRNA, polymer-entrapped antigen is capable of triggering appropriate immune response depending on the polymer type \[[@bb0850],[@bb0855]\]. Indeed, nanostructures as promising systems for presenting antigens might be of great importance against the viral infections. Based on the probabilities of random mutations of viruses leading to the shape alterations of antigens, application of the appropriately-functionalized nanoplatforms capable of targeting the viruses or their specific motifs could enhance nanovaccine efficiency and inhibit virus-induced infections. At present, the efficiency of the viral vector, attenuated, inactivated, and recombinant-protein-based vaccine candidates are being investigated against SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bb0860],[@bb0865]\]. Noteworthy, the safety of the inactivated and recombinant-protein-based vaccines is higher than other vaccine types, however, adjuvants should be applied for immunogenicity enhancement. Regarding SARS-CoV-2, adjuvants elevate the vaccine efficiency particularly in the elderly and patients with dysfunctions in the immune systems. Indeed, COVID-19 pandemic has provided opportunities for application of the nanotechnology-based approaches to design vaccine adjuvants. This necessitates performing coherent experiments both *in vitro* and *in vivo* for selecting vaccine adjuvant candidates \[[@bb0870]\] and testing them for clinical approvals. Studies regarding the vaccine adjuvants based on the nanomaterials have shown their immunomodulatory effects on the immune signaling. For instance, GO has activated macrophages and stimulated inflammatory reactions in animals or cells \[[@bb0875],[@bb0880]\] indicating its usefulness for being used as an adjuvant and inducing cytokine release.

Recently, nanoimmunity-by-design concept based on the rational designing of functionalized nanomaterials with definite physicochemical characteristics has been proposed in order to finely tune the effects of nanomaterials on the immune system \[[@bb0885]\]. In this context, application of the nanostructures appears as a promising approach for modulating (suppressing or stimulating) the immune reactions. This might be of preventive or therapeutic significance against the viral infections including those induced by SARS-CoV-2. Based on their functionalization, nanomaterials including the CNTs, graphene, polystyrene particles, and nanodiamonds have shown the intrinsic capacity of the immune system activation \[[@bb0890], [@bb0895], [@bb0900]\]. Amino group-functionalized GO has induced interferon (STAT1/IRF1 ) signaling activation in T cells and monocytes leading to T cell chemo-attractant production with minimal toxicity \[[@bb0905]\]. Development of T helper 1-related response has been shown critical for infection control in COVID-19 \[[@bb0910]\]. Cytokine storm triggering or the syndrome of cytokine release within the body has been known as a major aspect of COVID-19 \[[@bb0840]\] that might be due to an exaggerated immune reaction. Cytokine inflammatory storm could be associated with severe respiratory distress syndrome and failure of other organs. In this context, increasing efforts have been attracted towards the suppression of this storm such as development of IL-6 blockers \[[@bb0915]\]. It is worth mentioning that prolonged and unbalanced immune reactions could induce sever adverse effects. Besides increasing drug solubility and capability of high drug loading, designing the nanoplatforms for immune response adjustment, inhibiting the release of inflammatory cytokines, or targeted delivery of immunosuppressive agents towards the immune cells might reduce non-specific distribution of drug, drug dosage or frequency, and potential harmful effects leading a more efficient immunosuppressive therapy \[[@bb0920]\]. In COVID-19 patients, Fas upregulation and implication of macrophages in the hyperinflammation, virus spread, and lymphocytic apoptosis as well as enhanced IL-6 release in the infected lymph nodes and spleen has been reported \[[@bb0925]\]. Histological evaluations have shown enhanced alveolar exudate because of the prolonged monocyte and neutrophil infiltrations into the capillaries of lung that may result in gas exchange problems \[[@bb0860]\]. Using the appropriate nanomedical approaches enables targeting the immune cells and limiting the aforementioned complications \[[@bb0890],[@bb0905]\]. Functionalized nanodiamonds capable of adsorbing the anti-inflammatory drugs have provided pro-regenerative and anti-inflammatory effects in the macrophages of human *in vitro* and reduction of the infiltration of macrophages and proinflammatory mediators (TNF-α and iNOS ) expression in mice \[[@bb0930]\]. This suggests the immunomodulatory potentials of the nanodiamond-based platforms. Inflammatory cytokine removal from the blood plasma might significantly enhance patients' survival rates in the initial stages of sepsis. Porous carbon-based nanomaterials capable of the effective cytokine (e.g., TNF-α or IL-6) adsorption and graphene-based nanomaterials with tunable surface chemistry and pore size have been shown promising for rapid inflammatory cytokine removal and reducing the mortality rates induced by the uncontrolled inflammation \[[@bb0935],[@bb0940]\]. This provides opportunities for activation of the human defense mechanisms against the viral attacks and further infections. Over the last decades, photodynamic therapy has been applied against the viral diseases \[[@bb0945]\]. This approach has also been suggested for inactivating SARS-CoV-2 via attacking the target cells followed by ROS generation and cell death \[[@bb0950]\]. A variety of nanomaterials such as graphene and fullerene appear as suitable candidates for inactivating viruses via improving the efficiency of phototherapy \[[@bb0950]\].

In recent years, the significance of multivalency in development of the effective anti-infective therapeutics has attracted a growing interest \[[@bb0900],[@bb0905],[@bb0955]\]. In general, high heterogeneity and parasitic characteristics of viruses are challenging issues against development of the antiviral agents capable of inhibiting the replication of viruses. Targeting the initial steps of the infections such as virus particle entrance into the host cells might result in more efficient viral inhibition \[[@bb0960]\]. Because of the multivalent interactions between a cell and virus, application of the monovalent medications for inhibiting the entry and spread of viruses has not been a successful approach \[[@bb0955]\]. In the biological systems, multivalent interactions are critically involved in the adhesion, recognition, and signaling events \[[@bb0965]\]. Acquiring a deeper knowledge about this type of interactions at molecular levels might be of key significance for designing the optimal multivalent ligands for acquiring suitable biological effects. Multivalent ligands by efficient crosslinking the membrane receptors could regulate the signaling events \[[@bb0955]\]. Multivalent interactions at cell-pathogen interfaces could be inhibited competitively leading to the prevention of the cellular adhesion of pathogens during the early infection stages \[[@bb0970]\]. Pathogen (bacteria, fungi, or virus) adhesion to host cells has been considered as an initial step in the process of infection \[[@bb0955]\]. Viral adherence to the receptors on cell surface occurs via multivalent interactions followed by the cellular uptake, delivery of the genetic materials, and making novel infectious particle copies \[[@bb0975]\]. Using the monovalent medications against the fungal, bacterial, or viral infections could be associated with drug resistance \[[@bb0980],[@bb0985]\]. This necessitates designing the antiviral therapeutics based on the multivalent interactions for an efficient shielding the particles of virus and inhibiting cell-virus interactions, virus entrance, and further infection. In general, using the multivalent inhibitors with optimal characteristics facilitates binding to the pathogen receptors, shielding them, and inhibiting cell surface adhesion of pathogens ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} ), \[[@bb0990],[@bb0995]\].Fig. 7Application of the multivalent inhibitors for binding to various receptors on the pathogens for inhibiting their adhesion to the surface of cell. Comparison of the multivalent binding of virus to the surface of cell (a) and monovalent inhibition by a conventional drug (b). Treatment with monovalent therapeutics (in red) even at high doses could not prevent cellular binding of virus. c: Ligand-decorated multivalent inhibitor binds to the surface of virus with access to the limited numbers of receptors because of its rigidity. d: Highly-adaptive star-like and dendritic polymers which can more efficiently prevent virus adhesion as compared to the monovalent ligands. e: Ligand-decorated coiled linear polymer capable of stretching and obtaining various conformations for accessing higher numbers of receptors and shielding some of them from inappropriate interactions. f: Ligand-decorated multivalent scaffold capable of interaction with a virus and shielding it efficiently. Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb0965]\].Fig. 7

Based on the significance of multivalency in designing the effective therapeutics against the infectious diseases including the viral ones \[[@bb0955]\], multivalent NPs capable of blocking the virus binding to the host cells have been presented as promising antiviral agents \[[@bb1000]\]. Linear and dendritic polymers, Au-NPs, Ag-NPs, and other functionalized nanomaterials including CNTs, carbon dots, graphene oxide, or nanodiamonds have been applied as the multivalent inhibitors of the entry of various viruses \[[@bb1000], [@bb1005], [@bb1010]\]. Mercaptoethanesulfonate-capped Au-NPs have been shown as efficient HSV-1 inhibitors due to their ability of mimicking cell surface receptor (heparan sulfate) and binding to the virus competitively \[[@bb1000]\]. Polyvalent Au-NPs could inhibit binding of virus to the host cells in a size-dependent manner \[[@bb1015]\]. Multivalent sialic acid-decorated Au-NPs have efficiently inhibited influenza virus binding to the target cell and prevented further infection \[[@bb1020]\]. Besides Au-NPs, other antiviral NPs including those with Fe~2~O~3~ core with flexible and long linkers capable of mimicking the heparan sulfate and binding and inactivating viruses have provided permanent viral malformation in a model of lung infection. In this context, functionalized and biocompatible NPs have been represented as broad-spectrum and nontoxic antiviral agents \[[@bb1025]\].

According to the multivalency significance in reliable blocking of the host-virus interactions, nanocarriers have been shown promising for improving the stability and delivery of the entrapped therapeutics and significant enhancement of the strength of binding \[[@bb1030]\]. Multivalent glycoarchitectures including the sialic acid-coupled polyglycerol-based NPs (1--100 nm) have successfully inhibited the cellular binding or fusion of the influenza A virus and prevented its infectivity. Larger particles (50--100 nm) demonstrated more efficient inhibitory effects against the viral infection (\~ 80%). Besides the NP size, ligand density has been shown as a major determinant of the efficiency of viral activity inhibition \[[@bb1035]\].

Considering the complexity of the virus entrance procedure into the host cells and multivalent interactions with various receptors on the surface of cell, designing the multivalent interaction-based antiviral therapeutics for shielding viral particles and blocking the preliminary interactions with receptors have been the focus of intense research. In this context, multivalent nanogels with various flexibility degrees have been designed which demonstrated broad spectrum antiviral effects via inhibiting the entry of virus \[[@bb1040]\]. Nontoxic nanogels could exert multivalent interaction with the glycoproteins of virus, shield the surface of virus, and block efficiently the infectivity of virus. Visualizing the interactions between the nanogels and virus and cellular uptake of nanogels via clathrin-dependent endocytosis represented the flexible nanogels as strong virus inhibitors \[[@bb1040]\].

Based on the high potential of hybrid polyvalent nanoarchitectures for binding and inhibiting various microorganisms including the viruses, several polyvalent carbon-based nanostructures capable of binding and neutralizing the animal and human herpesviruses, EHV-1 and HSV-1, have been developed which efficiently inhibited the infections \[[@bb1010]\]. Furthermore, 2D multivalent sulfated dendritic polyglycerol-functionalized nanosystems have been synthesized to inhibit orthopoxvirus particles \[[@bb1045]\]. The flexible carbon-based hybrid architecture with large surface area demonstrated high levels of binding and infection inhibition efficiency due to the negatively-charged sulfate groups which facilitated interactions with the membrane proteins of virus. This multifunctional nanoarchitecture has been presented as a promising candidate against the viruses with heparan sulfate-based mechanism of cell entrance \[[@bb1045]\].

Polysulfated nanostructures capable of mimicking the extracellular cell matrix have shown great antiviral potentials \[[@bb1050]\]. Since controlling over the functional group density which is important for effective interactions, have remained challenging, an efficient and facile method has been developed for controlling the attachment of heparin sulfate on the graphene surface for achieving highly-effective 2D nanoplatforms for interactions with pathogen. Scanning force and electron microscopies and bioassays revealed highly-efficient interactions between the stomatitis virus and sulfated polymer-covered graphene sheets for binding and neutralizing the pathogens and modulating the cellular response \[[@bb1050]\]. 2D nanomaterial consisting of the sulfated polyglycerol (94%) and graphene (6%) significantly reduced the viral titer as compared to the hydroxyl group-functionalized analog \[[@bb1050]\]. Meanwhile, because of some safety concerns associated with the application of carbon-based nanomaterials that may be due to the ROS generation and oxidative stress in target cells \[[@bb1055]\], nanogels have been recently represented as promising alternatives for development of the inhibitors of virus entrance \[[@bb1035]\]. Following degradation to the small fragments, polyglycerol nanogels have been easily removed by the renal clearance \[[@bb1060]\]. In this sense, bioactive ligand-functionalized polymeric nanogels could play an important role against the viral infections. Recently, the inhibitory effects of nanosponges against the infectivity of SARS-CoV-2 has been reported \[[@bb1065]\], ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 8Schematic illustration of the mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 infectivity inhibition by the cellular nanosponges. Nanosponges have been prepared via wrapping the cores of polymeric NPs with the membranes of target cells including the macrophages and epithelial cells of the lungs. They inherited the antigen profiles of their source cells and served as decoys for binding to SARS-CoV-2 leading to the inhibition of virus entrance and infectivity. Adapted from Ref. \[[@bb1065]\].Fig. 8

They have been made using the plasma membranes of epithelial (type II) cells or macrophages of the human and exhibited similar receptors necessary for cellular entrance of SARS-CoV-2. Incubating with nanosponges resulted in the neutralization of virus and prevented its infectivity. Furthermore, the prepared broad acting nanoplatform has been shown agnostic to the viral mutations \[[@bb1065]\].

Based on the key significance of the nanostructures and biological system interactions and surface recognizing in successful delivery of therapeutics, engineering of the bio-inspired virus- and cell-like NPs for delivery of therapeutics has been the focus of intense research projects which have been performed according to the bio-inspiration and bio-mimicry principles \[[@bb1070]\]. Inorganic nanoplatforms are capable of functioning as the globular proteins due to their close physicochemical characteristics including their ability of chemical functionalization which resembles the proteins \[[@bb1075]\]. This type of common features may be applied for controlling the interactions of NPs with cell surface receptors or virus-related pathways \[[@bb1075]\]. Development of the virus-like nanocarriers capable of circulating in the blood, overcoming the biological barriers, and efficient delivery of their payloads has been suggested as a useful approach to discover the mechanisms of viral adaptations \[[@bb1080]\].

4. The importance of *in silico* approaches {#s0030}
===========================================

*In silico* methods which are usually applied for drug repurposing, could be useful for assessment and rational designing of anti-COVID-19 nanotherapeutics. Combination of large drug-related databases and *in silico* techniques enables selection of the best drug candidates among a huge number of compounds. Several drug-repurposing strategies have been recently evaluated against the COVID-19 pandemic for evaluating the ability of previously-approved medications for interacting with host cell receptors or virus proteins \[[@bb1085],[@bb1090]\]. In recent years, computational models have been increasingly applied to identify the mechanisms of nanomaterial interactions with the biosystems and predict their pharmacological profiles in order to improve their efficiencies. Indeed, computational modeling is of critical importance in creation of the functional systems for nanotherapeutic delivery and clinical translation \[[@bb1095],[@bb1100]\]. Obtaining deeper understanding about the mechanisms of bio-events or nano-bio interactions and prediction of the effects of formulation factors on delivery and distribution of the encapsulated agents or dose-response are of key significance for development of nanotherapeutics with improved efficiency of targeting and minimal safety concerns. Patient-specific models capable of providing special opportunities can be applied for personalized theranostics \[[@bb1100],[@bb1105]\]. In recent years, advancements in the molecular and structural biology and computational genomics have provided a better understanding about the protein target structures in the host and virus that might facilitate designing more effective antiviral medications \[[@bb1110]\]. Computer simulations through mutational analyses and application of the structural information enable rational designing of novel antiviral therapeutics such as the nucleotide inhibitors \[[@bb1115]\]. Advancements in the pharmacogenomics, structural biology, translational bioinformatics, and virtual designing of ligands facilitate fighting against the highly-mutating viruses and designing new vaccines or a variety of antiviral agents with high specificity such as those capable of inhibition of the proteins of virus \[[@bb1120],[@bb1125]\]. Inverse computational fluid dynamics modeling enables identification of the contaminants and their spread including the coronavirus spread \[[@bb1130]\]. Regarding the COVID-19, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation enables evaluating the internalization of Au-based nanostructures into the mammalian cells and mechanism of targeting and delivery, and predicting the pharmacological profiles of NPs \[[@bb1085],[@bb1135]\]. This might provide useful guidance towards the development of novel nanoformulations against SARS-CoV-2.

A project has been recently designed using the computational methods in order to construct COVID-19 disease map for obtaining a deeper knowledge about the mechanisms of interactions between the host and SARS-CoV-2 virus and high-quality model development capable of linking to data repositories \[[@bb1140]\]. The map could serve as an appropriate platform for visual evaluations and analysis of the molecular procedures implicated in the entrance and replication of virus and its interactions with host, cell recovery, immune response, and mechanisms of repair. Furthermore, it would be possible to obtain a deeper knowledge about the disease pathomechanisms and nature of the infection, host susceptibility characteristics including the age and gender, progression of disease, mechanisms of defense, and treatment response, and facilitate the design process of more efficient theranostics \[[@bb1140]\]. Several pathways have been included in the map such as the replication cycle of virus and mechanisms of transcription, the effect of SARS-CoV-2 on the pulmonary blood pressure, interferon-2 signaling, apoptosis, and heme catabolism. COVID-19 diagram collections and metabolic model of the alveolar macrophages in patients affected by the virus are also incorporated in the map \[[@bb1140]\]. Combination of the illustrative representations of the mechanisms of COVID-19 with underlying models in the map provides a suitable plan for the virologists, immunologists, and clinicians for collaboration with the computational biologists and data analyzers in order to build rigorous models and accurate interpretation of data. Moreover, application of the map with other disease maps enables assessment of the comorbidities \[[@bb1140],[@bb1145]\].

Over the last decade, remarkable advancements in AI-based techniques have facilitated designing intelligent mechanical nanoplatforms powered by various sources of chemical energy or bio-molecular motors for accelerating the process of nanofabrication and solving the associated problems, developing smarter and hybrid technologies, producing the nanoarchitectures with enhanced power of computation, and evaluating the impact of nanostructures on the biosystems \[[@bb1150],[@bb1155]\]. These highly-durable nanomachines enable monitoring the activities and internal chemistry of organs and accessing the malfunctioned regions \[[@bb1160]\]. Development of the biologically-inspired nanorobots with powerful engines capable of processing of information, sensing, signaling, actuation, entering the cells, combating a variety of diseases, or cutting out the defective genes, is indeed an eminent breakthrough in medicine. Nanoswimmers which are able to maneuver through the physiological fluids for targeted-therapy, 3D DNA nanomachines, and remote-controlled nanorockets capable of targeted delivery of therapeutics \[[@bb1165],[@bb1170]\] can revolutionize the traditional theranostic interventions. Besides predicting and preventing the *hazards* of *chemicals,* nanorobots can cross over the body for cell repair, assisting a mal-functioning organ, repairing tissues, targeted gene or drug delivery, improvement of drug efficiency, or monitoring the patient. Nanobots along with the wireless transmitters provide the possibility of modifying the treatment protocols \[[@bb1160],[@bb1175]\]. Besides detecting or destroying the toxic agents, stimuli-responsive nanorobots can be used against a variety of disorders including the viral infections \[[@bb1180]\]. MRI-guided nanomachines enable simultaneous tracking and actuating NPs or precise magnetic particle localizations \[[@bb1185]\]. These nanostructures could be programmed for performing the biological functions at cellular level and attacking the viruses \[[@bb1175]\]. Folate substances may be attached onto the nanorobot body which are powered by the flagella motors \[[@bb1190]\]. This approach could be taken for drug delivery against the viral infections in humans \[[@bb1195]\]. In general, nanorobot payload is released at distinct points via manipulation of the physiological parameters. Targeted release may be triggered by the alteration of pH or temperature \[[@bb1200]\]. Based on the unpredicted alterations of the physiological parameters, development of the externally-triggered nanomachines might result in more appropriate payload delivery \[[@bb1205]\]. Nucleic acid-based nanorobots capable of biosensing such as sensing the flow rate, delivery of the cellular-compatible message and biological activators, assessment the intra- or inter- molecular forces, manipulating the NPs or molecules for fabrication of more advanced nanoplatforms, controlling the chemical reactions, and apoptosis triggering \[[@bb1210],[@bb1215]\] might be the major components of the modern theranostic settings. These smart machines with new generations of nanomotors can move through the fluid environments and execute specific missions \[[@bb1220]\]. Advanced simulation techniques enable acquiring a deeper knowledge about the mechanisms of nanorobot interactions within the living organisms \[[@bb1225]\]. Regarding the virus pandemics, application of the programmed nanorobots provides the possibility of detecting various levels of specific proteins in the bloodstream \[[@bb1225]\] that might facilitate characterizing of a specific virus. Cell invasion by the influenza virus and secretion of α-N-acetyl-galactosaminidase (α-NAGA) protein has resulted in the virus spread throughout the body and immunosuppression \[[@bb1230]\]. α-NAGA overexpression in bloodstream triggers the prognostic behavior of nanorobot and electromagnetic signals could be transmitted to a mobile phone and satellites followed by identification of the contaminated person position. Programmable nanorobot are capable of sensing and detecting α-NAGA concentration in bloodstream \[[@bb1235]\]. For positioning of nanorobots *in vivo*, radio frequency identification device and complementary metal oxide semiconductor transponder system are applied in their architectures \[[@bb1240]\]. Furthermore, embedment of nanobiosensors in the structure of nanorobot facilitates α-NAGA monitoring. Detecting the overexpression of protein indicates time of viral contamination \[[@bb1235]\]. For SARS-CoV-2 inhibition, ACE-2-based peptides have been recently designed using the classical MD simulations \[[@bb1030]\]. Conformational matching of the virus and ACE-2-extracted peptides enables improvement of the binding affinities and designing more appropriate inhibitors capable of selective binding. It would be possible to increase the binding affinity via multivalent binding of several peptides which are attached to the surfaces of NPs, clusters, or dendrimers \[[@bb1030]\]. In an analogy to the broad spectrum antiviral NPs with virucidal inhibitory mechanism, it would be possible to attach the sulphonated ligand capable of mimicking heparane sulfate to α1 helix and provide the inhibitors which bind to the positively-charged residues at receptor binding domain and can be applied as inhalation for prevention of viral activation in the lungs \[[@bb1025],[@bb1030]\].

5. Bench-to-bedside knowledge transfer {#s0035}
======================================

Following the COVID-19 healthcare crisis, clinicians and researchers worldwide have been working hard for identifying the most appropriate preventive or treatment strategies. Collecting and analysis of the laboratory data sets from the hospitals as well as improving the diagnosis speed and capacity of detection in the laboratories might facilitate providing more appropriate preventive or treatment strategies. Biochemical and hematological parameters have provided useful information regarding COVID-19. Laboratory abnormalities (specially the hematological alterations) enable checking the conditions of infection induced by SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bb1255]\]. Based on the recent laboratory findings, some researchers have suggested the ratio of neutrophil-to-lymphocyte as the independent risk factor for the severity of disease and the ratio of \> 3.13 was represented as a threshold for progressing towards the critical conditions \[[@bb1260]\]. Leukocytosis, thrombocytopenia, and lymphopenia are associated with higher severity or fatality in patient with COVID-19 \[[@bb1255]\]. In this sense, monitoring of the hematological parameters might be of key significance for evaluating the prognosis or progression of disease. Sever conditions may also be associated with enhancement of the serum procalcitonin \[[@bb1265]\]. The inflammatory marker, C-reactive protein, may be applied for tracking the disease severity. Other inflammatory markers such as tumor necrosis factor-α or interleukins 4 and 6 have been significantly increased in some critically-ill patients \[[@bb1265]\]. Recently, mesenchymal stem cells have been shown promising in COVID-19 patients with critical conditions \[[@bb1270]\], however, these cells are still in the initial stages of developing anti-COVID-19 therapies and further clinical trial-based data are required for confirming of their efficiencies. Regarding the application of nano-based tools for inactivation of SARS-CoV-2, incubation with copper-containing surfaces has led to the fragmentation of the viral genome and irreversibile virus inactivation \[[@bb1275]\].

6. Concluding remarks {#s0040}
=====================

COVID-19 outbreak could impose serious negative impacts on the infrastructures of societies including the healthcare systems. Considering the unique characteristics of the pathogens and avoiding the simplistic views on the prophylactic or therapeutic approaches including the one-size-fits-all ones or presenting multiple medications that may be associated with synergistic toxicities rather than enhanced efficiencies might pave the way towards the development of more appropriate treatment strategies with reduced safety concerns. Over the last decades, remarkable progress in nanotechnology has provided unique sets of advanced tools and methods for obtaining deeper knowledge of pathophysiology of various diseases including the viral ones and designing more effective theranostic platforms. Nanocarriers because of their appropriate physicochemical properties which provide facilitated penetration across the cell membranes, increased bioavailability of the encapsulated therapeutics, and reduced drug resistance or side effects could be suitable carriers for antiviral agents. A variety of nanocomposites, polymeric, silver, or lipid NPs, nanosuspensions, liposomal formulations, dendrimers, or nanoemulsions have been developed against the viral infections. Multivalent nanostructures with suitable surface areas for interacting with multivalent pathogen could be considered as promising theranostics against the viral diseases including the recent pandemic. Development of the scalable NPs with improved tissue penetration and proof-of-concept nanorobots capable of early detection of pathogens and destroying them, editing the genomes, and smart delivery of therapeutics could be of great significance against the disease. Meanwhile, effective management or treatment of COVID-19 necessitates performing well-designed basic and clinical investigations. Focusing on the intracellular trafficking machinery and inter-patient variables might provide smarter insights into the disease pathomechanism and treatment response. High-performance multi-scale modeling and simulation methods with ever-increasing predictability and power and conclusive impacts on nanomedicine provide a deeper knowledge about the bio-interactions and disease pathomechanism that might result in the development of more efficient therapeutics with improved outcomes. Even after development of the preventive or therapeutic agents including the membrane-modifiers and inhibitors of the virus entrance or membrane anchoring, they should undergo long-term safety, efficiency, and immunogenicity assessments. In this respect, exaggerated optimisms or propaganda regarding the currently available or newly-developed therapeutics may be associated with serious negative outcomes.
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